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Old is new for Reformation

By Ana Andjelic

T he intersection between fashion and technology is hot. But beyond high-end fashion brands becoming more
comfortable with ecommerce and cautiously developing their social media, content and mobile strategies,
technology is still used as something of a gimmick.
Similarly, startups wanting to target the fashion industry have a ton of fascinating ideas and a clear focus on service
and utility, but they lack connections and the mastery of the luxury fashion language.
T he result is that there are only a few brands that have managed to capture the space where technology and fashion
meet. T hink Reformation, Everlane, Re/Done, ShopStyle or Spring. For everyone else, this intersection has yet to
reach its full potential.
T he first step in this process is to know what is out there. For investors, legacy brands and everyone in between, here
are the areas to which they should be paying attention:
Data and analytics. T rendalytics is a merchandise intelligence platform that surfaces what consumers are shopping
for by triangulating information across social media, online searches and SKU data.
Results can be segmented by the product category, classification and SKU level to help retailers with merchandising,
pricing and marketing activities.
SKU IQ links in real-time point-of-sale and ecommerce to a single SKU IQ to unify inventory, sales and customers
from all channels.
42 T echnologies was created with the ambition to make big data more understandable and manageable for global
retailers.
T hrough data reports, custom investment recommendations, performance tracking, best-selling recommendations
and identifying most valuable customers, 42 T echnologies makes retail data a bit more friendly and useful.
T ribe Dynamics links digital marketing programs with their ROI. T hrough performance benchmarking, proprietary
data and analytics, influencer identification and relationship management, T ribe Dynamics makes retailers’

marketing actions count.
Micro-influence. T here is such a thing as having too big of a reach.
Brands are increasingly gravitating towards almost-famous, up-and-coming Instagram and Snapchat talent, wanting
their focused, highly engaged audience.
As more marketers get tired of overstretched online celebrities, companies such as Speakr help them identify not the
most obvious but the right influencers for their brand.
Speakrs, as the company’s network of influencers is called, are a meticulously selected group of content creators
and curators with an impressive variety of interests, demographics and psychographics.
In addition to this collective, Speakr also optimizes brands’ campaigns in real-time for greater results.
Personal shopping and styling services. T here are a lot of people who cannot or would not endlessly scroll through
the mass of products on their phones or online.
In fact, there are enough of them that personal stylists services have become the competitive advantage of global
retailers such as Selfridges, Saks Fifth Avenue or Net-A-Porter.
Startups were quick to take notice.
Ok My Outfit is the exclusive shopping service where professional stylists meet their customers in person with
clothes and accessories that fit their style, budget and existing wardrobe.
Bespoke Post gives a unique and limited edition angle to the subscription boxes.
Stitch Fix, an digital personal shopping pioneer, has done so well that it is now valued at $300 million and is
expanding into menswear. T he company’s competitive edge is in its use of fit and style data to evolve personal style
suggestions with customer’s tastes, needs and lifestyle.

All s titched up?

Direct-to-consumer. In addition to clothes as unique as you are, AYR created a smart “T ry It On”
With it, AYR lets you order as many things you like for a dollar each. You can then try them at home, return those that
you do not want and get your dollars back.
Los Angeles-based women’s apparel company Reformation already has something like a cult following, earned
with Yael Aflalo’s focus on sustainability, recycled materials and much coveted styles.
A newcomer Re/Done has already captured the audience obsessed with custom-cut vintage jeans.
Greats does for high-end sneakers what Parachute does for bedding: makes custom, high-end, high-quality products.
La Ligne is a brainchild of former Vogue editors Valerie Boster and Meredith Melling, and rag & bone’s former
head of business development, Molly Howard. It is focused on a simple belief of the universal appeal of the stripe,
and translates it into an all-stripes collection that is as simple as it is appealing.
Retail marketplaces. Secondary marketplaces are not new. But those who define the category make market
transactions quick, simple and automated.
T radesy is a great example, as is the Material Wrld. T he latter built its business around the same logic as Rent-theRunway: consumers do not need a purchase – they need clothes.
It the purest form of conscious consumption. Material Wrld latter allows customers to trade items they got tired of

wearing for something completely new – ad infinitum.
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Great article with lots of valid technologies. I think brands need to get the basics right before investing in most of these things
though, ie their platform, back office, fulfillment etc. Most brands I work with are stuck with terrible legacy systems that are
holding them back.
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